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For my thesis I will make porcelain tableware and deal with its
relationship to use. The functional forms mugs, bowls, pitchers,
plates, etc., will express an exuberant attitude towards life, yet reflect
strength and elegance. I will fire at stoneware temperatures and use
various methods of glazing and firing to achieve a variety of surfaces.
LIST OF ILLUSTRATIONS
1. Pitcher (porcelain) 12" h
2. Covered Jar (porcelain)
15"
h
3. Drinking Glass (porcelain) 7" h
1. Covered Jar (porcelain)
16"
h







I enjoy the discipline of being a production potter. The act of
creating pottery requires daily interaction with my tools, the clay, the
glazing process, firing and enormous amounts of thinking. It is all a
part of the process that results in the creation of hundreds of func
tional pieces and what is so rewarding is that each one grows from the
last. Each pot becomes a statement, looking to the future with a
standing knowledge of the past.
I became interested in functional pottery when I was working for a
production potter, Jack O'Leary, in Meriden, New Hampshire. His work
grew out of a strong Bernard Leach tradition, which was rooted in the
discovery of traditional Japanese pots in terms of texture and style.
Jack's intuitive sense of brushwork, along with his excellent sense of
form was closely allied with the works and perceptions of Leach. This
early beginning in utilitarian work left me with strong feelings for the
merits of such art, and is still with me today.
"A Potter's
Book,"
written by Bernard Leach, deals with the
cultural relationship between the East and West. Mr. Leach, who was
born in China and educated in London, spent twenty five years of his
life in the Far East where his experiences in China, Japan and Korea
left him with a strong desire to communicate the traditions of these
countries and their influences to the people of the West. Leach discov
ered the ways and values of the Orient at a time when America was
turning away from handmade
goods and progressing ahead into a period
of mass production.
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Mr. Leach's foundations in art and ceramics grew out of his
respect for the Chinese Sung Dynasty period, a time that he felt was
the greatest ceramic period in terms of work produced. The harmony
with nature and knowledge of working materials that the Chinese
achieved in the Sung Dynasty period was unmatched in subsequent
generations. These Chinese workshop traditions were handed down to
the Korean and Japanese. The Japanese mastered these traditions and
continue to practice them today.
The Japanese believe in a sense of imaginative beauty and a more
peaceful way of life. Theirs is a Zen aesthetic way of life, where
every duty of the day is treated with much respect and care. They
are conscious of daily details and are very attuned to nature. These
theories of life are carried forward in the pottery they make. There is
a simplicity and unassuming quality to Japanese traditional pottery that
make it so appealing. The pottery is created with an understanding
and respect for the materials used to create the works. They also
work with an aesthetic sensibility that comes from age old traditions.
Japanese craft objects are often considered fine art. Very few
people in the West think of pottery as fine art. The Japanese tea
ceremony has been a leading force in the development
of respect for
ceramic objects. The tea ceremony is a very slow and deliberate se
quence of motions and thoughts. Simple ceramic shapes are best for
use in the ceremony. Anything big or excessive is counterproductive
to the methodic and spiritual actions of the ceremony. Without clutter
of fancy objects, the beauty of
the silent message of the ceremony
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comes through with more strength. Through this tea ceremony, there
is a synthesis of life and simple beauty. "The first principle is utility
and the adornment of life with refinement. Not beauty for beauty's own
sake, but beauty answering all immediate needs of life that is the
essence of the ceremonial tea." (p. 8 B.L.) 1:8
These were the things that Mr. Leach was learning and knew that
the West needed to know. At this time in the West, people were losing
track of the importance of handmade goods and becoming enthralled with
the speed in which things could be produced. This Industrial Revolu
tion took the country by storm. The importance of the craftsman had
vanished. Leach's desire for quality work and relatively slow produc
tion was scorned by big city industrialists who hired thousands of
workers to do slow, boring tasks in their factories. America and all
the eastern world wanted thousands of items made in short periods of
time. This new industrialism threatened the practice of the craftsman.
In Japan, thoughts of the credibility of the craftsman were opposite.
Select great potters in Japan are given the title, "National Living
Treasure"
by the Japanese government. The potter's desire for an
outpouring of himself into his
work was greatly respected and rewarded
by those around him and his reputation was held in deep regard. His
individualism and independence was second nature.
To put heart and soul into his work was his driving motivation.
Everything within him was fused to his work. The very personal ex
pression of self was throughout his work. Leach had deep respect for
the personal feelings the Japanese had for their work. Leach felt that
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with this knowledge he could educate the Western world and possibly
save the dying life of the craftsman there.
Leach returned home (England) after his studies in Japan. He
then came to the United States and brought with him his friend, Shoji
Hamada, the founder of the Japanese folk art movement, and also a
National Living Treasure. Together they travelled around the country,
teaching and giving demonstrations about Japanese pottery and its
philosophy. "Through Leach, American potters learned of the Orient in
a new sense. The Oriental aesthetic is that beauty derives not from
the victory of science or craft but from the sensitivity of every element
of the process by which an object has been
made."
(2:20) Western
potters were greatly attached to this Zen aesthetic as they had been
feeling a great separation between themselves and their work. A great
deal of the blame for this gap had to be put on Western society itself
for its lack of intimacy and sensitivity to domestic rituals and utensils.
Westerners rarely put great meaning into their eating and drinking
ceremonies. Japanese, however, tend to be very sensitive to specific
details when eating or drinking. Through this sensitivity and harmony
with nature they achieve a bond with nature and beauty in their work,
pots, and life.
This desire for a piece of the past and a channel for expression
began a new phase in American ceramics and personal expression be
came the most important concern for potters. It was necessary for pots
to be
'alive'
and filled with communication.
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People have a daily relationship with functional objects. Every
day, whether we realize it or not, we come into contact with a myriad
of vessels, i.e. coffee cups, plates, bowls, planters, tea kettles.
Handling these objects daily we subconsciously remember the feel that
goes with them. People often have a "favorite" coffee cup or serving
piece. They love these pieces because they work for them and usually
associate a sense of sentimentality with them. I make functional pieces
in the hope that people will appreciate the work every time they use it.
They can appreciate it in a very intimate, physical way that is heavily
influenced by the sensory feel of touch. With the purely visual arts we
are continually being told not to touch. It is a visual /cerebral appreci
ation that I think is different that the visual/tactile/functional apprecia
tion of pottery.
My work must be functional, for I must feel that someone is enjoy
ing it, physically drinking from it, or feeling the glaze. There is an
unrivaled challenge to composing functional pottery. Each piece of
work must function and at the same time deliver more than the function
to the user. This is a difficult challenge to meet, but very rewarding.
I really feel that the appreciation
of a piece of artwork that one holds,
is nourished by and interacts with daily is very satisfying. The paint
er concerns himself with aesthetics. His work need not pour properly.
The designer who makes the mold for a production line mostly worries
about utility and worries
little about the piece's beauty. "The art of
the craftsperson is humanistic and intuitive, while that of the designer
for industry is rational and intellectual... the products of the machine
cannot possess intimate qualities of the hand, nor can they so
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intuitively express the spirit of a culture made visible through the
thoughts of an individual." (3:28-34). Functional pottery and its
never ending growth process remains my main objective because of this
potential for personal expression. I enjoy the challenge of being a
functional potter who must successfully blend the qualities of beauty,
function, and above all, good craftsmanship into all of my work.
My pots are firmly rooted in the ancient concept of pottery as
container. This primitive need for a vessel in which to carry one's
food and water was a basic requirement necessary for life. Today, the
task of creating such vessels is an extension of those earliest days and
is still a satisfying accomplishment. "They (the decorative arts) have
an awesome respect for quality and craftmanship. Their traditions go
legitimately back to the very beginnings of time. They relish being
eclectic. And they are in harmony and at peace with human
beings."
(4:29). The absolute necessity for such vessels has lost its immediacy
today. There is still the feeling of satisfaction knowing that one's work
is going to be used in a personal, fulfilling way by others.
This original purpose of pottery creates for me the goal of achiev
ing the marriage of beauty and utility
in a single pot. Non-functional
pottery can deal
with the issue of utility, and can make reference to
function, but the piece does not have to physically pour, therefore,
function is most important. The criteria for "acceptable
levels"
of
beauty and form are not
hard fast rules but more of an aesthetic judg
ment on the part of the potter. He must decide when beauty and
utility have
reached a happy level of mixing. This personal judgment
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is what makes every piece of a potter's work individually his and sets
it apart from others.
In order for a feeling of liveliness to pass through my pots to
their users, there must be something intimate generated through me
into my work. That something is a feeling or love for the work itself
and to really believe in my work, taking all the time needed to make
each piece the best it can be. "The best way to impart character and
personality to pots is to turn your attention to other matters; to make
them with as much concentration as you are capable of, to enlarge your
skill over as wide a range as possible, to get to know your materials by
living with them, trying to understand them, and finding out little by
little not with your head but with your body how they want to be
treated; in fact, to treat them with proper respect as we would a
friend"
(5:58). This pride, dignity and confidence is what makes a
pot special. I love each pot that I make and take time with it until it
is just what I want. I enjoy the hard work and the giving of myself to
a material that can be shared by others. The person who makes his
work with feeling and generosity of spirit is set apart from the person
who makes the average pot.
The discipline and challenge required for producing pots has made
me look at myself and learn about the processes necessary to achieve
success as a potter I've had to solve problems that have come up along
the way and have
grown from these experiences. This quest for
quality and form in my
work has been very satisfying.
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When working with clay, I've realized that there is a
'groove'
you
must establish and this frame of mind or attitude is held constant
through the entire process. When I'm making clay, I like to have the
same patience and perseverance as when I am throwing, glazing, firing,
packing up my pots, or setting up a show. I try not to be hasty with
the clay and never cut corners. Good things take time.
The only way for me to keep moving ahead with my work is to
keep close concentration on what I've done and what I am doing. By
having a focus, I am able to attune my sense to quality. This concen
tration is what keeps me aware of subtle variations of form, color and
surface. It is very satisfying to make pottery that is always growing
and changing. "In using your skill in this way you also become more
critical of the quality of your own performances and you find you have
to be always taking risks and always living dangerously. And this is
something of a paradox, because, in becoming more skillful and more
expert, you think you should be making pots more successfully and
more safely, but as soon as you rest content with being safe and
successful, your pots begin to be static and begin to be dead. They
will only stay alive if they are always being brought to birth danger
ously."
(5:58)
Last year I was uptight about my work and very unsure as to
where I was headed, therefore my work was erratic. Over the last
year I have become more comfortable and relaxed while working, and in
turn produced better work. I work for the joy of working and I try to
put all of myself into my pots. This
development of my personality is a
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slow process. The evolution of the clay under my hands cannot be
forced. The emergence of forms from my hands proceeds in small steps
and gradually unfold. I am always happy with the small gains that I
make as opposed to sudden revelations. These developments in my
work require hard work and concentration but also relaxation, which is
the hardest for me to achieve. I find myself trying too hard and
thinking too much. You can't be over-anxious and you have to work
with a certain ease. Patience is important.
When making my pieces, I work in a series of eight to ten pots.
What I'm looking for in the form of the piece is an energy and fresh
ness. My slips are put on with definition and speed. I move quickly
to maintain freshness and I like to move from one piece to the other,
doing something a little different to refine the form. The freshness
inherent in the pot after it is made is important to retain. Spending
too much time on one piece tends to take away the freshness I'm looking
for. A freshly thrown pot is so wonderful with its wet satiny sheen.
The key to a successful piece for me is keeping that freshness after
the piece has been glaze fired, (see photos 5 & 6)
In my own work, I have sought
out Leach's foundations in my own
interpretations. Utilitarian pottery best expresses these foundations,
as it can be truly appreciated by a user who handles it and looks at it.
Having decided that I wanted to create
functional pottery, form became
a very significant ingredient
in my work.
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Form is the central focus of my work. People tend to take for
granted the shape of the pot, which is really the strongest statement it
makes. Form is so subtle, which is why it tends to be ignored. I can
alter the lip of a pot to my liking and will be disappointed when no one
notices. But it is subtleties like this that help compose a truly strong
form. "All arts use form, but pottery tends to be almost all form the
shape is about ninety percent of the whole
pot"
(6:47).
Textures on pots create an extremely subtle addition to form.
Leaving behind throwing marks or adding a mark to an otherwise flat
surface of a pot creates another element of form. (See photo #3 6 5)
Surface texture leaves behind the presence of the artist, (see photo #3
& 6) One can imagine how certain markings were applied or can see
the motion of the permanent mark. This action that is left behind
creates an important asset to the pot.
My work is still changing and suffering growing pains. I really
don't want my style to change because it is
an expression of me, but I
hope that my work will continue to
change in shape and content as I
search for my answer to the
perfect conjunction of beauty and utility.
Ceramics has a unique beauty: "The special quality of beauty is . . .
that it is a beauty of intimacy. Since the articles
are to be lived with
every day, this quality of intimacy
is a natural requirement. Such
beauty establishes a world of
grace and
feeling" (7:198).
The making of pottery is a very challenging
adventure in my life.
The reward in ceramics is that the pieces I
make are going to be out in
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the world to be used and appreciated for many years. This daily use
creates a warm bond that makes me feel close to all those who buy and
use my work. I enjoy the hard work and the giving of myself to work
that can be enjoyed by others. I'm not interested in becoming famous,
rich or in all the right galleries. For me there is great value in mak
ing something that works and can be appreciated by others. "I present
this pot, which embodies my skill, my insight, my respect for the
material and process, my sincere search for form. It will be useful in
the kitchen and on the table. It may bring a small touch of warmth
and beauty to those who use it. Whatever exists in it which might be
called
'art'
will function through daily use, through touch, through
intimate
acquaintance"
(8:237). Pottery making is a life of its own and
the people involved have enriched my life greatly.
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CLAY, SLIPS AND GLAZES
By making a versatile porcelain clay body, I achieved a variety of
results in the wood, salt and gas kilns. Avery kaolin in the clay body
caused it to blush orange in the wood kiln. I found the clay body to
be easy to throw large, difficult forms, because of the variety of
kaolins and ball clay in the recipe.
Many slips were used on my pieces. The white, orange and black
slips gave color and surface variations. The slips acted differently
depending on which kiln they were fired in. Slips were very important
to the freshness of the work. By covering the piece with a slip, more
depth and sheen resulted than on an unslipped pot. (See photo #5)
The glazes I chose depended on the use of the piece. A clean,
strong glaze was used on the inside of my cups, pitchers, covered
jars, and bowls. On the outside of the pieces, matte glazes were
sprayed on achieving total placement, control and variations of thick
ness. (See photo #1) The chance effects of the fire and atmosphere
of the kiln make each piece very different. Some of the matte glazes
form crystalline structures that went from matte to glossy. (See photo
#6). To have experiments and tests in each kiln load was the only way
to advance and learn more about the materials and processes.
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KILNS
The variety of kilns at R.I.T. gave me many opportunities to
experiment with all types of firing.
Bisque firing was done in a sixteen foot oval electric kiln. Then
the choice of wood, salt or cone ten reduction gas firing was available
to me.
The two chamber wood kiln outside taught me a discipline that was
very helpful and satisfying because of all the work involved. The
gathering of the wood, cutting and stacking was the first task. The
preparation of the kiln, rebuilding of bagwalls, cutting new dampers,
repairing walls with refractory cement was the second step. Finally,
before firing there was the washing of the kiln shelves, loading the
kiln and bricking up the door. The process is so involved and mis
takes can not be made. The firing is very important and takes any
where from twenty four to thirty six hours, depending on the size of
the kiln, the amount of work inside the kiln, and the atmosphere and
temperature outside. The techniques: (Proper burning of the wood
[time between stoking], adjusting the damper, proper plugging up of
the holes, and most importantly, maintaining a reduction atmosphere for
proper glaze control) are critical in wood firing. The wood kiln is not
for everybody, but for me the wood ash
accentuates my work, gives me
an appreciation of the process (using wood rather than natural gas,
electricity, or propane), and I just
love the hard manual labor
involved, it is very self-satisfying.
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The sixteen foot gas kiln inside gave me quicker feedback on the
finished work because of its small size and ease of loading and firing.
The gas kiln could be loading and fired in a week, whereas the wood
kiln took a month to finish. The variety of kilns at R.I.T. was
invalu
able as learning tools.
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GLAZES
Ed's Green Matt White
Custer 51 Custer 978
Barium 21 Whiting 70
Ball 10 Kaolin 502
Whiting 18 Dolomite 448




B.S. Temokou Tosh Orange
Custer 217 Neph Sey 468
Whiting 62 Flint 350
EPK 28 Ball 174
Flint 79.5 Zinc Ox, 118
Red Iron 40 Opax A 118














100 Mesh Mullite 4
PyrophQlite 5
Macaloid 4
1 cup Epson salts dissolved
in hot water
SLIPS
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2. Covered Jar (porcelain)
15"
h
3. Drinking Glass (porcelain)
7"
h
5. Coffee Mug (porcelain)
6"
h
/
*
6. Bowl (porcelain)
9" diameter
